BLUEBERRY HILL
Choreographer: Judy McDonald
Music: Blueberry Hill
Fats Domino
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R step side, L touch, L step side, R touch
Step R to side {1}, touch L beside right {2}, step L to side {3}, touch R beside left {4}—don’t forget to
sway from side to side and snap your fingers—‘50s style!
¼ turn R step forward, L lock, R step forward, L touch
Make ¼ turn right and step R forward {5}, step L behind right {6}, step R forward {7}, touch L beside
right {8}
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L step side, R touch, R step side, L touch
Step L to side {1}, touch R beside left {2}, step R to side {3}, touch L beside right {4}—do that
swaying & snapping thing again here!
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L step forward, R lock, ¼ turn right L step side, R touch
Step L forward {5}, step R behind left {6}, make ¼ turn right and step L to side {7}, touch R beside left
{8}
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R weave
Step R to side {1}, step L behind right {2}, step R to side {3}, step L across in front of right {4}
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R step side, ¼ pivot L, R step forward, ¼ pivot L
Step R to side {5}, pivot ¼ turn L step {6}, step R forward {7}, pivot ¼ turn L step {8}
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Repeat last 8 counts

Choreographer’s Note: This dance works best when you sing!!!
Words and music by Al Lewis, Larry Stock and Vincent Rose
I found my thrill, on Blueberry Hill
On Blueberry Hill, where I found you
The moon stood still, on Blueberry Hill
And lingered till, my dreams came true
The wind in the willow played
Love’s sweet melody
But all of those vows we made
Were never to be

Tho’ we’re apart, you’re part of me still
For you were my thrill, on Blueberry Hill
The wind in the willow played
Love’s sweet melody
But all of those vows we made
Were never to be
Tho’ we’re apart, you’re part of me still
For you were my thrill, on Blueberry Hill
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